Rocky Mountain Region Spring MRA Meeting
2 June 2018

Attending: Bob Feroldi (ART), Alison Sheets (RMRG), Dale Wang (RMRG), Scott Messina (Aspen), Martin Allen (Summit), Lynda Wacht (ART), Craig Jordan (Fremont), John Tompkins (El Paso), Wendy Nicastle (LCSAR), Joyce Dickens (LCSAR), Aaron Lovato (Atalaya), Bill Donahue (Atalaya), Zach Jump (Douglas), Roman Buleary (DCSAR), Kerry Hanes (AMRC), Dan Hammond (RMRG), Fred (?)

Start 18:00

Old Business
- Policy Changes
  - Various corrections and clarifications regarding electronic communications, slalom probing, the second operational period of a search, spelling issues have been made. Voting will be at a future meeting
  - Discussion on Rescue members attending as Evaluators and how each team has interpreted that to mean skill level or actual team rank. Most interpret is as team rank. Main concern is having policies that reflect what the teams are doing.
- Park County’s accreditation
  - They passed 2 of the five scenarios. The goal is to have them accredited before the winter meeting, so they will do one weekend later this year and one next year before the winter meeting
- National meeting
  - Alison needs proxy votes for any team not attending.
  - There are several open positions and a couple with more than one person running.
- Regional winter meeting
  - The VP, DAL, and Secretary/Treasurer positions will be open
- Dues
  - The goal for using the money is to encourage people to attend regional and national meetings as well as re-accreditations.
- Re-accreditation forms
- The new forms were approved for use.

**New Business**
- None

Adjourned 18:54